Kris
<<<RESUME MISSION>>>
<<<RESUME MISSION>>>
<<<RESUME MISSION>>>

Ens. Maverick
AA

FCO Lt. Taylor
::ready::

Ens. Maverick
:: in engineering ::

Ens. Louis
Captain: Maquis on screen.

Maquis Alyn
::paces, considering the situation::

Lt. Kisay
:::  Waking up from unconciousness::::::  

Capt. Bradley
::on the bridge, in Command chair, awaiting report from science::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::wrecking havoc on Maquis systems::

Ens. Maverick
Computer: Have we got Kisay and the other crew members captured back yet?

Dr Snow
@::in engineering on maquis ship::

Kris
ACTION: THE MAQUIS SHIP, STILL UNDER CONSTRUCTION APPEARS ON THE SCREEN.  THE SHIP IS HUGE.

Ens. Maverick
<Computer>Negative.

FCO Lt. Taylor
::on Maquis ship::

Ens. Louis
:: Raises eyebrow at the size of the ship being built ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she's trying to spot the other members of her ship::

Maquis Alyn
::faces Bradley::  Yes?  Why do you interfere with us?

FCO Lt. Taylor
::waking slowly::

Capt. Bradley
::stands up and stares at the screen::

Ens. Louis
:: Begins to feel a bit uneasy ::

Ens. Maverick
Warp engines are... ready. All engines online. We're ready to rumble... or Run for that matter.

Lt. K'tarn
Co: Sir i have an idea on how to retieve the crew

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she doesn't see Kisay or Taylor, and Snow doesn't seem very sure of things::

Capt. Bradley
#Maquis: We want our crewmates returned, quickly!

Maquis Alyn
::directs activities in background::

Lt. K'tarn
::motions for Luke to take over Tac station::

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>::heads over to the tac station::

Lt. Kisay
::::  Gets Beat by guard and slips into unconciousness ::::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she succeeds in disabling a portion of the warp system::

Capt. Bradley
::raises hand to K'Tarn::

Maquis Alyn
#Bradley:  Your crew is safe, and not in danger.  I want to know what you intend in this entire action.  

FCO Lt. Taylor
::looks groggily around::

Capt. Bradley
#Maquis: identify yourself and your intentions with this monstrosity of yours.

Dr Snow
@::looking at ruined equipment with satisfaction::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she goes to another portion of Engineering, and works to reroute transporters::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::sees Maquis guarding her, but seems to be unaware that she has regained consciousness::

Ens. Louis
:: Begins to turn down unnecessary system and routing power to engineering ::

Maquis Alyn
::sends comm to Maquis security::  Make sure our guests are comfortable...

Lt. K'tarn
::notes sensor info from Maguis ship::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she is able to mask her intentions through the appearanve of affecting repairs::

Ens. Maverick
:: monitoring the conversation between the... <blank> Maquis and the Captain ::

Lt. K'tarn
::heads over to the captain::

Capt. Bradley
::motions to K'Tarn to cut comm::turns to Lt. Love::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::carefully watches Maquis while pretending to be asleep::

Maquis Alyn
#Griffon: Our intentions are benign.  

Capt. Bradley
::motions K'Tarn and Love over to Science one::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she then reroutes another system, and is able to send a single word message to the Griffon, masking it as outside interferance, but specifically aiming at the Griffon::

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>::cuts channel::

Lt. K'tarn
::follows co::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::the message reads Unharmed::

Lt. Love
Bradley: maquis fighters approaching..

Capt. Bradley
Love: Lt. I need sensor readings on that ship.  Power, readiness, tactical, deck layouts, anything you can get.  We need to pinpoint that Trill lifesign.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she prays that someone will pick it up::

Kris
ACTION: SEVERAL MORE SMALL MAQUIS FIGHTERS MAKE A PASS ON THE GRIFFON, FIRING AS THEY PASS.

Ens. Louis
:: Notices an unusual carrier and message originating from the Maquis ship, Begins to decifer it ::

Lt. Kisay
:::  Wakes again feeling blood streaming from several places::::  :::leans up against a bulkhead and moans slightly:::::  

Lt. K'tarn
CO: Captain the large ship has weapons system i can not tell if they are operational at this time::

Dr Snow
@::seals panel and moves to another ::

Capt. Bradley
Tac: did the phasers fire as programmed?

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she gets back to work on the transporters, and looks up for Snow::

Lt. K'tarn
<tac computer>::fire at the Maqui ships as the pass

FCO Lt. Taylor
::cursing quietly as she struggles to maintain consciousness::

Maquis Alyn
<Maq XO>  Sir:    I've terminated comm with the Fed ships.

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>CO: Aye sir

FCO Lt. Taylor
::tries a mental check of her body....checking for damage::

Ens. Louis
:: Having difficulty, still trying to decifer the message ::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::watching the movements of her Maquis guard::

Maquis Alyn
::stands and nods::  XO: You have the bridge.  I'm headed down to the brig.

Capt. Bradley
::nods::Love: Lt. I need those reports now!

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she knows that she's pushing her luck, but she's praying::

Kris
@<Maquis Guard>  ::leering at the luscious Lt. Taylor and checking her body for damage::

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: you said you had an idea?

Ens. Louis
Captain: I have a message for you from Cmdr. Olbrun.

Lt. Kisay
::::  Mumbling in corner rocking back and forth in Great Pain ::::::

Ens. Maverick
#K'Tarn:Sir, I notice that you wanted to turn a Mining shuttle into an Attack Shuttle... 

Lt. K'tarn
CO: Captain I request permission to modife Four mining shuttle to carry Assult teams to the Maqui ship

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she tries to run an internal scan to find the other crewmembers::

Capt. Bradley
::spins around:: Ops: lets hear it!

Maquis Alyn
@As she exits the bridge, instructs XO to scramble comm freqs

Ens. Louis
{#} "Unharmed"

Ens. Louis
Captain: That is all.

Capt. Bradley
Louis: That's all?

Dr Snow
@::trying to work quickly and quietly......looks around and sees Olbrun at transporter::

Maquis Alyn
@::makes way to where the prisoners are::

Capt. Bradley
It's better than nothing

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>::runs tac scans of the marqui ship::

Ens. Louis
Captain: It came as part of a piggy back signal on a carrier wave... there is no more.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she turns again, looking for Snow:: Doctor, I need slightly steadier hands than mind.

FCO Lt. Taylor
::begins to move stealthily up into a sitting position::

Maquis Alyn
@:;enters, with staff at her back, staring coldly at the prisoners::

Ens. Maverick
#K'Tarn:Sir, I notice that you wanted to turn a Mining shuttle into an Attack Shuttle... 

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: Lt. that permission was given in the briefing.  Why are you not working on it already?

Lt. Kisay
:::  Sees the large commanding officer towering above:::::

Dr Snow
@Cmdr: Yes sir.....::moves quickly to Cmdr::

Lt. Love
Bradley: The maquis ship is near compleation, power to the ship is about 70 percent, weapons not online yet.....i have just picked up a sensor blip, some type of communication...

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she looks up at the Maquis that has entered::

Lt. K'tarn
<tac computer>::fire at the Maqui ships as the pass yet again::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::boy, she looks mean::

Kris
ACTION: 3 MAQUIS FIGHTERS BREAK OFF FROM THE MAIN GROUP AND HEAD TOWARD THE BRIDGE, FIRING AS THEY COME...

Lt. Kisay
:::Eyes swollen shut causes only a profile to be visible:::::

Maquis Alyn
@::studies their faces::

Capt. Bradley
Tac: power to the shields!

Ens. Louis
:: Begins working on complete and exaustive scans of the ship being built ::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::achieving a sitting position, she rests and watches the guard::

Maquis Alyn
@::hates being in the situation she is in::

Dr Snow
@::sees maquis enter just as i reach Olbrun::

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>CO: Sir i am getting power reading from the large Maqui ship::

Capt. Bradley
Helm: evasive maneuvers!

Kris
ACTION: THE GRIFFON'S TARGETING COMPUTER TAKES OVER AND FIRES AT THE MAQUIS FIGHTERS, HITTING AND DISABLING ONLY ONE OF THEM.

Lt. K'tarn
<Luke>::increase power to shileds::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::continues her work, trying hard to find the others::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::mentally judging the distance to the guard, and the possibility of grabbing his weapon::

Lt. Kisay
@::::  Prepares for another beating :::::

Lt. K'tarn
::runs to tac station::

Ens. Louis
:: Reroutes power to increase shield strength ::

Capt. Bradley
Helm: get us within transporter range of that...thing!

Maquis Alyn
@Prisoners:  You have been brought here because of your skills.  I truly wish the circamstances could be otherwise.

Ens. Maverick
#K'Tarn:Sir, I notice that you wanted to turn a Mining shuttle into an Attack Shuttle...  I'm ordered to help you.

Kris
ACTION: THE GRIFFON SHUDDERS SLIGHTLY.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she is able to locate Kisay, but it's pretty faint::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::not sure where she is really...just that she's been beaten severely, and is under guard in a strange place::

Capt. Bradley
Love: Good work.  Can you pinpoint the location of the Trill lifesigns?

Lt. K'tarn
{#}Marvick: How long till the the Shuttles are ready?

Capt. Bradley
::moves back to command chair::

Ens. Louis
Captain: Upper decks have reported minor damage... No injuries.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she walks Alyn:: I understand you still have some of my crew in another part of the ship.

Lt. Love
Bradley: the trill lifesigns are coming from the engineering section of the huge ship..

Dr Snow
@::helping Olbrun....eyeing Maquis cautiously::

Maquis Alyn
@Olbrun:  Perhaps.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she has her hands behind her back, and a spanner in one hand, but at this point she is not planning on using it::

Ens. Louis
:; Redirects computer scans to detail the engineering section of the Maquis ship ::

Maquis Alyn
@::nods at Snow::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@Alyn: No. That is not a perhaps. I know that you do, and I demand to see them. Now.

Ens. Maverick
:: working on the shuttle in shuttle bay 3 ::

Dr Snow
@::nods back at Alyn::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::moves stealthily into position::

Ens. Louis
Lt Love: Details of the Engineering structure coming up now.

Maquis Alyn
@Olbrun:  You are not in a situation that allows demands.

Ens. Maverick
:: adding a stealthing shield around the shuttles, preventing detection through sensors ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she hopes that she has done enough damage to halt the behemoth:: But I am.

Lt. K'tarn
Love: Do you have any deck plans for me yet?

Lt. Love
Louis: Feed them to my station..

Maquis Alyn
@Olbrun:  It is my wish to resolve this peacefully........

Ens. Louis
{~} :: Sends the deck plans to Lt. Love and Lt. K'tarn ::

Lt. Kisay
@ :::: Can barely hear the XO's conversations ::::::

Capt. Bradley
Louis: Good.  target transporters on the engineering section of that ship.

Lt. K'tarn
::runs tac sensor sweep::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@Alyn: As it is mine. But my crew must be brought to me, or I to them.

Ens. Louis
Captain: Aye.

Lt. Love
K'Tarn: reciving now....enginering deck is on the lower portion of the ship..

Maquis Alyn
@Olbrun:  I am willing to allow a reuniting of your staff...

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn:  Lt. prepare your boarding parties.

Ens. Louis
:: Begins sensor sweep of all lifesigns in Maquis Engineering ::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::judging distance to guard.....suddenly leaps at him::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@Alyn: And what is your condition?

FCO Lt. Taylor
::catching guard by surprise...wrestles for a moment::

Maquis Alyn
@<XO>:  Arrange a meeting for our guests in the main meeting room......

Kris
ACTION: THE MAQUIS FIGHTERS RETURN LIKE ANGRY HORNETS.

Lt. Love
K'Tarn: engineering is on the lowest deck..

Ens. Louis
:: Sees the fighters returning and increases power to shields ::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::manages to wrestle Guard's weapon away, and points it at him::

Maquis Alyn
@::hears comm::  Damn, the fighters

Capt. Bradley
Tac: keep those fighters off us!

Ens. Maverick
#K'Tarn, CO: The 4 shuttles are finished. I request permission to pilot the lead one.

Lt. K'tarn
CO: Aye sir

Capt. Bradley
Helm: continue evasives!

Maquis Alyn
@<Guard>  ::does a rolling dive and takes taylor down::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@Alyn: I'm sorry. ::she clubs her over the back of her head, knocking her out cold, then making a run for it::

Capt. Bradley
{#}Mav: Permission granted, ensign.  When they are needed.

Maquis Alyn
@::darn, and I was looking for a peaceful resolution::

Ens. Maverick
#Aye, sir!

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she knows where Kisay is, and runs hard, dodging phaser fire::

Lt. K'tarn
Co: assult teams are  standby in tr 1,2,3 and four and in shuttle bay 3

Dr Snow
@::running with Olbrun::

Maquis Alyn
@::goes down for the count::

Kris
ACTION: THE GRIFFON ROCKS AS THE INERTIAL DAMPERS STRUGGLE TO KEEP UP WITH THE HELMSMAN'S MANEUVERING.

Capt. Bradley
Ops: ETA to transporter range?

Ens. Louis
:: Helm is responding and moves the ship into evasive manuvers,... The ship is struggling ::

Lt. Kisay
@:::Curled up on floor hearing phaser fire out in the corridors:::::

Lt. K'tarn
CO:request persmions to join them

Lt. K'tarn
<red1>::Waiting in TR1::

Capt. Bradley
::holding on to chair::

Ens. Louis
Captian: 30 seconds.

Corridor Guard Whatever
@::spots the escaping prisoners::

Lt. K'tarn
<red2>::waiting in tr2>

Capt. Bradley
K'Tarn: Go!

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she uses the spanner as a key to open the door on Kisay's cell- opening it the hard way::

Lt. K'tarn
<gold1>::waiting in tr2::

Ens. Louis
:: Keeps evasive manuver as the Griffon shakes ::

Lt. K'tarn
<gold2>::Waiting in tr 4::

Lt. K'tarn
::heads for tr1::

Lt. K'tarn
::enters tl::

Corridor Guard Whatever
@::takes a pose, and opens the door::

Ens. Louis
Captain: In transporter range on my mark...

Ens. Maverick
:: kicks a shuttle to see if it'll crumble like the 1st prototype ::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::motions to guard to sit down::

Capt. Bradley
Bridge: Damage report!

Kris
ACTION: AN ALARM SOUNDS {ALERT} ON THE MAQUIS SHIP AS PRISONERS ESCAPE.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she gets in, and grabs Kisay by the arm, realising as she hauls him up that he's pretty bad off::

Lt. K'tarn
TL:Transport room1 {deck} tac pritort 1

Ens. Maverick
:: shuttle stays in 1 peice :: phew..

Cmdr. Olbrun
@Kisay: Can you walk?

Corridor Guard Whatever
@::guard cops an attitude, shoots the door open..::

Ens. Louis
Captain: No additional damage, minor on upper decks only.

Lt. K'tarn
<Green 1 and 2>::Waiting in shuttle bay 3::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she looks around:: Where is Taylor!

Dr Snow
@::grabs Kissay's other arm::

Lt. K'tarn
::exits lift and runs in to tr1 and suit up::

Capt. Bradley
::nods in satisfaction::

Ens. Louis
Captain: Mark, we are in TR range now.

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>::at tac station::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::stuns guard with weapon, look around the corrider for escape route::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she looks up to the Doc:: Snow: Watch him- I'm going for Taylor.

Capt. Bradley
{#}TR: All teams prepare to transport!

Kris
ACTION: MAQUIS GUARDS HEADING DOWN THE CORRIDOR OF THE MAQUIS SHIP...

Lt. K'tarn
{#}CO: Assutl teams ready::Stand on pad::

Ens. Maverick
:: sitting around in Shuttle Bay 3 ::

Lt. Kisay
@::::  Being dragged by an unknown figure::::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she charges into the hallway, and spots Taylor:: Susan!

FCO Lt. Taylor
::hears her name::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::turns around, sees Olbrun::

Lt. Love
Bradley: we have minor damage in the upper decks, non threatening..

Lt. K'tarn
::Pulls out phaser::{#}All teams: Get the prinsor and get out

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she gestures towards Kisay's cell:: We've got to move.

Ens. Louis
:: Moves the ship into Alpha-2 attack stance ::

Dr Snow
::sees Taylor....still hanging onto Kissay::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::heads towards Olbrun:: 

Capt. Bradley
Ops: Ensign Louis.  Listen carefully.  I want the shields down only long enough to get the teams off.  Got it?

Kris
@<MG> ::dragging Kisay by the elbows and banging his head on a bulkhead::

Maquis Alyn
@::awakens::  <XO>  Block any transporter frequencies...

Ens. Louis
Captain: Aye, waiting for your signal.

Lt. K'tarn
::waits transport::

Capt. Bradley
ALL HANDS: prepare for incoming fire!

FCO Lt. Taylor
::reaches Olbrun and Snow, slightly out of breath::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::gathers the team:: We need to just fend them off long enough to get off of this heap. We up for it?

Lt. Kisay
@ :::  Blood streaming Kisay reaches for a door frame to hangon:::::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::looks at Kisay worridly::

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>CO: sir should i target the large maqui ship as we transport?

Capt. Bradley
{#}TR: Chief!  Energize!

Maquis Alyn
@<FCO>  Back us away, out of transporter range..........

Ens. Louis
:: Sheilds down :: {~}

FCO Lt. Taylor
Olbrun: I left a guard back there ::gestures::

Kris
@<MG> ::kicking and yelling at the struggling engineer::  Let go of that door frame you idiot!

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::notices the phaser in her hand::

Capt. Bradley
Luke: target with torpedoes only.

Lt. K'tarn
::transports over to the maquis ships::{transpoter}

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she scavenges for whatever else can be used for weapons:: 

FCO Lt. Taylor
::smiles at Olbrun and waves weapon:: 

Lt. Kisay
@::::  Still holding on :::::  :::::  Yells out ::::  HELP!

Capt. Bradley
{transporter}

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>::fire {torpdeos}::

Maquis Alyn
@::considers::  Damnation, it could have been a cooperation, but we have battle...

Cmdr. Olbrun
@All right, ladies and gentlemen- let's move.

Ens. Maverick
:: wonders if he'll get to pilot any shuttles today ::

Lt. K'tarn
@::arrives on Maquis ships::

Ens. Louis
:: Shields up :: {~}

Maquis Alyn
@<New wave of guards>

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she has mapped a way to the bridge or TR::

Kris
@<MG> ::kicking Kisay in the knee and yanking him by the hair down the hall::  Keep moving stupid!

FCO Lt. Taylor
::follows Olbrun, watching rear of group with weapon::

Capt. Bradley
{#}Maverick: Ensign, prepare your shuttles for launch!

Ens. Louis
Captain: Shields up, transport complete.

Lt. Kisay
@ ::::  Give MG a boot ::::  ::::  Hobbles down hall flopping on to the floor not 15 feet away from the guard::::::

Ens. Maverick
#CO: Hh'wowhnsdm... Yes, sir!

Maquis Alyn
@::takes pose::  We wanted your assistance; talk to us!

Lt. K'tarn
@::pulls out tricoder and scan for trill lifesigns::

Dr Snow
@::following Cmdr::

Capt. Bradley
Ops: Ensign, give me constant updates on the parties progress, please.

Ens. Maverick
:: notices the Strike force getting in ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she finds a computer panel, and is able to disconnect sensors on their deck::

Ens. Louis
Captain: Aye,... scans beginning now.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::then she picks up Kisay's other arm and hauls him with Snow::

Kris
@<MG> ::stomping on Kisay's hand and kicking him in the ribs::  Get moving, lazy Starfleet dog!

Maquis Alyn
@::throws down weapon, and stands open::

Capt. Bradley
::wondering why no fighters attacked while the shields were down::

Ens. Louis
:: Notices a disruption in scans from the Maquis ship ::

Kris
@<MG> ::batting at his friends::  I'll deal with you later

Ens. Maverick
:: hops into lead shuttle and turns on the engines :: #ALL SHUTTLES IN FLEET: Ready for launch!

Cmdr. Olbrun
@I don't think so. ::moves to attack MG::

Lt. Kisay
@  Shoot him damnit!

FCO Lt. Taylor
@::aims at guard::

Capt. Bradley
Louis: by the way, good job with the shields.

Lt. Kisay
@:::blind as a bat:::::

FCO Lt. Taylor
@::shoots weapon::

Lt. Kisay
{phaser}

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::ducks in time to avoid line of fire::

Maquis Alyn
@::issues orders:: MQ ship:  The prisoners are not to be inhibited.  

Ens. Louis
Captain: thank you.

Lt. K'tarn
@{#}Gold 1&2:Find our crew mates

Capt. Bradley
Tac: where are those fighters?

Kris
@<MG> ::collapses in a heap::

Ens. Maverick
#CO: Ready for launch.

Maquis Alyn
We were wrong to coerce their assistance through force...

Capt. Bradley
{#}Mav: stand by for my order.

Lt. K'tarn
::heads for engineer phasers blasting::

Ens. Maverick
#CO: Aye, sir.

Lt. Kisay
@::::  Kickin Guard all the way down the hall ::::  ::::  Corridor stomps guard as he falls with what little energy I have :::::

Ens. Maverick
Weapons on-line... Stealthing Shields on-line... All systems ready.

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>Co: SIr Fighter massing for a major assult::

Kris
@<MG>  ::unconscious::  oof

Capt. Bradley
Ops: Louis, open a channel to the Maquis ship.

FCO Lt. Taylor
@::continues to follow Olbrun down the hall as they help Kisay to his feet::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she leans the team to the TR::

Maquis Alyn
@<Maq XO>  Capt, aare you sure?

Lt. Love
Bradley: i am picking up what looks like phaser fire on the maquis ship.

Ens. Louis
Capt: Aye, channel open {#}

Maquis Alyn
@::responds to hail::

Capt. Bradley
::nods at Love::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::as they walk in, the TR chief looks up and pulls a phaser::

FCO Lt. Taylor
@:: pulls her phaser and shoots at TR chief::

Lt. Kisay
@::::  stands wearily ::::  Someone hand me a bottle of Romulan ale... I need a drink....  need some blood too... lost half od it in the hall way...  ::::grins a toothless grin ::::::

Capt. Bradley
Maquis: you are under attack by superior Federation forces.  I suggest you call off your fighters before you lose your precious ship.

Maquis Alyn
@Griffon:  I wish an end of this.  

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::nods to the team:: Get on that pad. I'll set the coordinates.

Dr Snow
@::steps onto pad::

FCO Lt. Taylor
@:: shields obviously delirious  Kisay with her body as TR chief collapses::

Lt. K'tarn
@::picks up trill lifesign straight ahead::

Lt. K'tarn
<gold 1&2>::heads towards trill lifesigns::

Lt. K'tarn
{#}Commander Olburn: Come in

Lt. K'tarn
@::breaks into the Maquis engneering room::

Lt. Kisay
@::::  Fallls into a heap on the Pad :::::

FCO Lt. Taylor
@:: helps Kisay onto pad::

Maquis Alyn
@Bradley:  We are superior to you.  I have restrained the use of force.

Ens. Maverick
:: starting to wonder if the fleet will go or not ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she punches up the coordinates::

Lt. Kisay
@ ::: Smiles at  Taylor then slips into unconciousness again :::::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::then she taps her commbadge:: K'Tarn: I'm glad to hear you, Lt.

Capt. Bradley
Maquis: We both wish an end to this.  Allow us to retrieve our crewmates, and we'll be on our way.

Maquis Alyn
@::smiles as the reports come in that her troups are in position to subdue the hostages......

Lt. K'tarn
::turns to Gold teams::Gold: Take this room apart disable as many systems as possible::

Ens. Louis
Captain: They have located our team.

Maquis Alyn
@::nods at XO:: Turn the comm off...

Lt. K'tarn
@Commander:Whats your location i have two Sec teams in the Maquis enginer area

Kris
ACTION: THE FIGHTERS HAVE REGROUPED AND APPROACH THE GRIFFON AS A SINGLE FORCE, WITH WEAPONS POWERED UP TO MAXIMUM...

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she notices a hole in the shields, and adjusts the transporter to beam through the hole::

Capt. Bradley
::Damn::

Ens. Louis
Captain: The Maquis are about to strike again.

Cmdr. Olbrun
@K'tarn: Drop the shields. We have to beam through!

Lt. K'tarn
<Luke>CO: SIr the Maqui are attacking

Maquis Alyn
::studies the position of the fighters, and observes the location of the hostages::

FCO Lt. Taylor
@::looks at Kisay...hopes he'll make it::

Capt. Bradley
{#}Mav: launch the shuttles on full power!  Attack the Maquis fighters!

Lt. Love
Bradley: the fighters have weapons set to max force...

Ens. Louis
:: Frantically begins trying to increase shield strength ::

Ens. Maverick
#CO: Launching!

Lt. Kisay
@ :::: still out cold :::::

Lt. K'tarn
@{#}Commander:Aye sir  ::setts phaser on highest setting and begin blassting all panels in sight::

Kris
ACTION: THE FIRST WAVE OF FIGHTERS APPROACHES AND BEGINS FIRING ON THE GRIFFON...

Ens. Maverick
%Fleet: Attack!!!

Maquis Alyn
::punches a button that gives Olbrun just a bit of a shock::

Capt. Bradley
Tac: send a few torps into the fighters set to dtonate on proximity!

Ens. Maverick
%::Shuttles pull out of Shuttle bay::

Maquis Alyn
@::orders red alert::

Capt. Bradley
Tac: fire at will!

Kris
ACTION: THE SHUTTLES LAUNCH AND DIVERT THE FIGHTERS IN A PERIMETER FORMATION.

Lt. K'tarn
<All sec member on Marqui ship>::Follows K'tarns lead blasting verything in sight::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she takes a shock, and jumps back from the panel:: Grrrr ::growling softly::

Maquis Alyn
@<XO>  Get this mosquito on screen again

Capt. Bradley
Tac: fire at will!

Maquis Alyn
@::waits::

FCO Lt. Taylor
@::looks at Olbrun in alarm::

Dr Snow
@::trying to stop some of Kisay's bleeding with cloth::

Ens. Maverick
%Shuttle fleet: You guys do the Hangman Manuver, i'll take 'em down my own way...

Capt. Bradley
Ops: let K'Tarn know he's about to have company!

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>::Fire {orpedos}:

Ens. Louis
Captain: Aye.

Capt. Bradley
{torpedoes}
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ACTION: THE YOUNG TACTICAL OFFICER FIRES TORPEDOES AND HITS SEVERAL FIGHTERS...THE REST BREAK OFF FOR THE SECOND WAVE.

Capt. Bradley
{torpedoe}

Maquis Alyn
@<XO>  The Federation ship is not responding...

Ens. Maverick
%::Heads head on for the 2nd wave::

Kris
{torpedo}

Lt. K'tarn
@{#}Commander: We taking out the entire enginering  section

Ens. Louis
{#} :: Sends message to Lt. Ktarn notifiying him of the situation ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@K'tarn: Do it, and then hurry!

Ens. Louis
Captain: The Maquis are Hailing us.

Ens. Maverick
%:: opens fire with phasers ::

Capt. Bradley
Tac: continue firing!

Ens. Maverick
%Entering Star Manuver...

FCO Lt. Taylor
@::begins to feel faint::

Maquis Alyn
@::grows tired::  Alright.  We've tried to talk.

Ens. Louis
:: Manuvering ship into tactical advantage ::

Capt. Bradley
Helm: get us behind the large ship.  Try to put them between us and the fighters!

Maquis Alyn
@::orders moderate fire on Griffon::

Ens. Louis
Captain: Aye.

Lt. K'tarn
@::fires at last serving panel in the Maquis ships engine room::

Dr Snow
@::looks up to see Taylor looking pale::

Ens. Maverick
%:: shuttle gets hit :: Damn! Entering... Sulu Break-off Manuver... Now engaging hit-and-run

Capt. Bradley
Tac: target torps on the weapons of the large ship as we pass!

Maquis Alyn
@::yawns, and orders FCO to reposition::

Lt. K'tarn
@{#}Commander: Their sheilds should be down

FCO Lt. Taylor
@::fights to retain consciousness, cursing her body::

Lt. K'tarn
@All sec teams:Every one out

Maquis Alyn
@Fco:  Back us off

Cmdr. Olbrun
@K'tarn: But are the shields of the Griffon?

Ens. Louis
Captain: Their sheilds are down.

Maquis Alyn
@Eng:  Report...

Capt. Bradley
Tac: fire torpedoes!

Ens. Maverick
%:: releases 2 Mini-Pho-Torps straight on and suddenly goes straight down and gets a shot for the weakest part of the Maquis fighters... their lower hull
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ACTION: THE ENGINEERING SECTION ON THE MAQUIS SHIP BEGINS TO BUCKLE AND ITS SHIELDS COLLAPSE.

Lt. K'tarn
@::runs for maquis transporter room::

Ens. Maverick
%Locking on for the weapons and engines of the hornets

Dr Snow
@Taylor: Let me help you sit down here next to Kisay

Kris
ACTION: SEVERAL MAQUIS FIGHTERS EXPLODE AND DESTROY THEIR WINGMATES.

Ens. Louis
Captain: We need to transport our crew out of there.. the ship is collapsing on itself.

Lt. K'tarn
@{#}Griffon: Get us out of here

Capt. Bradley
Ops: emergengy transport!

Dr Snow
@::takes Taylor by the arm::

FCO Lt. Taylor
@::accepts Snow's help::

Lt. Kisay
@ ::::  Still out cold leaning up against Taylor, bleeding all over ::::

Ens. Louis
:: Begins emergency transport :: {transpor}

Ens. Maverick
%Suckers! Now releasing a Mini-Pho-Torp and Phaser Phalanx, clear the area!

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::waits for K'tarns word::

Capt. Bradley
{#}Maverick: return shuttles to dock!

Lt. K'tarn
<luke>::contuise fireing at any of the fulish Marqui ships that get close

Lt. K'tarn
@::arrive in Tr room with teams::

Lt. K'tarn
@Commander: I request beam out

Ens. Maverick
%#CO: Aye, sir. Breaking off attack... 3/4 of hornets destroyed...

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she appears on the Griffon, and goes straight for the bridge::

Dr Snow
@:: very worried about Kisay.....wishing for my med kit::

Maquis Alyn
@Maq FCO:  Back us off.

Ens. Louis
Captain: I am reading a large power buildup on the maquis main ship... the Core is unstable.

Lt. Love
Bradley: structural integrity of the Maquis ship is reaching critical..

Lt. K'tarn
{#}Griffon: This ships about to blow

Ens. Maverick
%Fleet: Retreat to fallback... Back to the ship!

FCO Lt. Taylor
::materializes on Griffon::

Capt. Bradley
Tac: continue torpedo fire at main vessel.  Use phasers when you can spare them.

Maquis Alyn
@Maq Tac:  Allow them to retrieve their personnel..

Ens. Maverick
%:: fleet does a full U-Turn and heads back for the Shuttle Bay ::

Capt. Bradley
Ops: have all teams returned?

FCO Lt. Taylor
::loses consicousness::

Ens. Louis
Captain: We are awating the Shuttle teams.

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she arrives on the bridge:: Captain, am I glad to see you.

Dr Snow
::materializes on Griffon::

Maquis Alyn
@<XO>  Hail the Griffon.

Ens. Louis
Captain: We are being hailed... on screen.

Ens. Maverick
%:: shuttle's engines flux :: Sh--! Engines unstable!

Capt. Bradley
XO: good to have you back.  Report to sickbay for exam.

Maquis Alyn
@<XO>: Hails Griffon.

Capt. Bradley
Ops: answer them.

Ens. Louis
Captain: On screen.

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she shakes her head:: I'm fine, and the Doctor has her hands full with Taylor and Kisay.

Dr Snow
TR Guy: Transport Kisay and Taylor to sickbay immediatly::

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she looks up at her former captor::

Capt. Bradley
Maquis: yes, commander?

Maquis Alyn
@Griffon:  It was not our intent for this to happen; events tend to escalate

Kris
ACTION: KISAY AND TAYLOR {TRANSPORT} TO SICKBAY

Ens. Maverick
%Ok, we can make it back. #Shuttle Bay 3: We're returning to the bay... We're RTB... Returning to base

FCO Lt. Taylor
::materializes in Sick Bay, unconscious::

Capt. Bradley
Helm:<whispers> prepare for warp speed. Head back to the wormhole.

Maquis Alyn
@Griffon:  This is an experimental ship, and we now find ourselves in need of your assistance..

Ens. Louis
:: Signals to the Shuttles they are clear to dock ::

Ens. Maverick
%:: arrives in shuttle bay with only a few bruises and scrapes and a few wimpy burns from being attacked by the 'hornets' ::

Ens. Louis
:: Nods head to Captain ::

Ens. Maverick
:: shuts engines off, opens door, and gets out ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
Captain: Wait.

Capt. Bradley
Maquis: Commander, I agree.  You forget, however, that you initiated these proceedings.  I find it difficult to help those who decieve.

Maquis Alyn
@Griffon:  We detect a large power buildup, and unless we can detain it...............

Ens. Louis
:: Sets coordinates for the worm hole ::

Dr Snow
#Sickbay: be prepared for emergency ....Lt. Kissay 
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ACTION: THE REMAINING FIGHTERS BREAK OFF.  SMALL EXPLOSIONS BEGIN ON THE MAQUIS MAIN SHIP...

Capt. Bradley
Ops: all shuttles back?

Dr Snow
<med assist.> Yes, Sir

Ens. Louis
Captain: Aye, all accounted for.

Ens. Maverick
We did thoses hornets in, guys. Good Fighting...

Maquis Alyn
@Griffon: ::nodding::  We understand if you are unable to assist, and the reasons why..........

Cmdr. Olbrun
Captain: We're going to just leave them?

Capt. Bradley
Helm: engage warp engines!
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ACTION: A BEAM FALLS FROM THE CEILING OF THE MAQUIS BRIDGE AND HITS ALYN ON THE HEAD...A GLANCING BLOW.

Ens. Maverick
:: heads out of Shuttle Bay for engineering :: I'm taking a shower first thing once i'm off duty...

Dr Snow
::hops TL:: sickbay

Maquis Alyn
::falls to floor::

Capt. Bradley
Tac: fire a few torpedoes at them as we leave!

Ens. Louis
:: Turns to the captain awaiting his answer to the commander ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
@::she sees it happen, and feels awful::

Ens. Maverick
:: arrives in Engineering looking like I just got out of a fight, all bruised and scraped ::

FCO Lt. Taylor
::in sick bay::
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ACTION: THE VIEWSCREEN GOES BLANK AS COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE MAQUIS SHIP ARE CUT OFF.

Maquis Alyn
::struggles to get back on feet::  @XO:  offscreen...

Capt. Bradley
::turns to XO::Didn't I ask you to report to sickbay?

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she stands behind Ops, and bites her lip::

Dr Snow
::arrives in sickbay.....see Taylor in biobed, unconscious but vital are stable::

Cmdr. Olbrun
Captain: With all due respect, Captain, Kisay and Taylor need to be seen more than I. I am fine.

Maquis Alyn
@::falls for the last time::

Capt. Bradley
Love: Lt, status of Maquis vessel?

Ens. Maverick
:: a few people stare :: What are YOU lookin' at? Get to your stations?

Capt. Bradley
::gives his XO a stern look and points to the TL::

Dr Snow
::rushes to team working on Kisay::

Lt. Love
Bradley: Scans show a large portion of the Maquis ship destroyed, the remaining part won't last much longer..

Ens. Maverick
:: panting like a dog and sweating like a sheep dog in Brazil ::

Capt. Bradley
XO: a routine check won't hurt a bit.

Ens. Louis
Captain: The ship is about to blow, we should leave now.

Ens. Louis
:: Getting nervous ::

Capt. Bradley
Love: very good Lt. 

Ens. Maverick
:: checks the situation ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she won't fight this out with the Captain on the bridge, so she turns, fuming, for the TL::

Maquis Alyn
@::her last thought, the Maquis ship is history::

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she boards the TL:: Sickbay.
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ACTION: THE MAQUIS MOTHER SHIP BEGINS A SERIES OF HUGE EXPLOSIONS AND A RING OF DEBRIS MOVES OUT IN A WAVE TOWARD THE GRIFFON.

Ens. Louis
:: Executes the order :: {warp}

Ens. Maverick
Our engines won't stand for an explosion like that after all the attacks on 'em...

FCO Lt. Taylor
::remaining unconscious in sick bay, although her vital signs are good::

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she bites her lip hard, this time drawing blood::
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ACTION: THE GRIFFON IS PROPELLED TOWARD THE WORMHOLE ON THE SHOCKWAVE OF THE EXPLOSIONS...

Ens. Maverick
Incoming... 
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ACTION: THE GRIFFON MAKES IT OUT THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORMHOLE JUST IN TIME.

Capt. Bradley
::gripps command chair preparing for a shake::

Lt. Love
Bradley: the Maquis ship is gone...

Ens. Maverick
Engines hardley online...

Ens. Maverick
Damn... 

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she leaves the TL, and goes to Sickbay, looking in on Kisay and Taylor, not really asking to be checked out::

Ens. Louis
Captain: We are clear of the wormhole.

Ens. Maverick
#CO: Sir, Engine power down to 35%

Maquis Alyn
@::dies in the explosion::

Capt. Bradley
Helm:  slow to warp one.  Head for the nearest starbase.

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she goes back to the bridge, having satisfied the request that she go to Sickbay::

Lt. Love
Bradley: sensors show that the wormhole is collapsing from the explosion of the maquis ship..

Ens. Louis
Captain: Aye. :: Slow to warp one ::

Capt. Bradley
Bridge: check all systems.  Status report.

Dr Snow
::using ectosuture on wounds...ordering people around like crazy <g>::

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she enters the bridge, watching from Tactical::

Capt. Bradley
Love: will there be any aftereffects of its collapse?

Dr Snow
::running brain scan::

Ens. Maverick
:: coughs :: Hey Greenhorn, see you in the lounge after I take a shower?

Ens. Maverick
<Greenhorn>Sure, Dustin... :: smiles ::

Ens. Louis
:; Turns to see a fuming commander as she enters the bridge ::

Kris
<Greenhorn>  You bet, Dustin.

Capt. Bradley
::sees XO and notices that she's still sweaty and dirty::

Kris
<Greenhorn>  I'll wear something nice, Dustin.  You too.

Lt. Love
Bradley: just a small residual distortion field sir..

Cmdr. Olbrun
::she glances at the captain, and her attitude is one of wounded dignity::

Dr Snow
::abnormal brin activity::

Capt. Bradley
XO: well, Commander, if sickbay doesn't want you, you can join me, or clean yourself up.::Smiles::

Ens. Maverick
I'll wear something which wasn't through a fight with Maquis dogs...

Lt. Love
Bradley, it should dissapate in a few hours..

Ens. Maverick
Strategema, k?

Capt. Bradley
::smiling apologetically::

Lt. K'tarn
::checks tac systems status report::

Ens. Maverick
<Greenhorn>Your on!

Ens. Louis
:: Brings all power systems back in line ::

Cmdr. Olbrun
Captain: I'll go and change, thank you. ::she leaves the bridge again, and goes to her quarters::

Capt. Bradley
Love: very good.

Ens. Maverick
:: thinks "Do I like Vanilla?" ::

Ens. Louis
:: Slumps shoulders in relief ::

Dr Snow
::goes to Taylor to administer mild stimulant::

Capt. Bradley
Helm: steady as she goes.

Ens. Maverick
Computer, next duty shift starting... soon enough, i'm outta here!

Kris
<<<<END ANOTHER FABULOUS MISSION>>>>
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